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According  to  UsMagazine.com,  Taylor  Swift  seems  to  be
impersonating her ex-boyfriend, Harry Styles, in her new music
video for her track “22”. She was seen dressed up in a green
beanie and baggy white shirt, identical to her ex-sweetheart
during the video shoot on February 12th. UsMagazine.com also
mentions that the song “22” starts off with the lyrics “It
feels like a perfect night to dress up like hipsters and make
fun of our  exes.” She is also seen eating an ice cream in a
“Harry Styles outfit” for another portion of her video. As if
that was not a big enough burn, Swift will also be recreating
the lift scene from Dirty Dancing that her and Styles were
photographed doing together at a party in NYC.  These ex-
lovebirds broke up in early January after only a few months of
dating and from the looks of things, it did not end well.
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What  are  some  ways  to  deal  with  anger  resulting  from  a
breakup?

Cupid’s Advice:

1. Write in a journal: Usually when you feel anger, it feels
better to express your anger. Do it in a safe way by writing
your feelings in a journal so you get the feelings out and you
won’t feel like you are exploding with anger.

2. Cry it out: Crying always feels like a release of feelings.
When you cry or scream, you won’t have anything bottled up so
there won’t be build up of anger.

3. Treat yourself: Go for a day at the spa, hang out with
friends, or go on a vacation. Taking care of yourself and
making yourself feel good will make you forget about all the
anger you are feeling.

How do you deal with your anger from a breakup? Comment below
and let us know.


